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QUIET TIMES ALONE WITH GOD 
JEREMIAH 15:16 

THEME: Book of Philippians  
PASSAGE FOR MEDITATION: 1:1-11  List the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this passage, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this passage to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
 
 

PASSAGE FOR MEDITATION: 1:12–20 List the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this passage, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this passage to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
 
 

PASSAGE FOR MEDITATION: 1:21-30  List the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this passage, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this passage to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
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QUIET TIMES ALONE WITH GOD 
JEREMIAH 15:16 

THEME: Book of Philippians  
PASSAGE FOR MEDITATION: 2:1-11 List the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this passage, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this passage to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
 
 

PASSAGE FOR MEDITATION: 2:12- 19 List the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this passage, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this passage to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
 
 

PASSAGE FOR MEDITATION: 2:10-30  List the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this passage, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this passage to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
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QUIET TIMES ALONE WITH GOD 
JEREMIAH 15:16 

THEME: Book of Philippians  
PASSAGE FOR MEDITATION: 3:1-11   List the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this passage, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this passage to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
 

PASSAGE FOR MEDITATION: 3:12-16  List the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this passage, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this passage to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
 
 

PASSAGE FOR MEDITATION: 3:17-21  List the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this passage, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this passage to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
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QUIET TIMES ALONE WITH GOD 
JEREMIAH 15:16 

THEME: Book of Philippians  
PASSAGE FOR MEDITATION: 4:1-7  List the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this passage, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this passage to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
 

PASSAGE FOR MEDITATION: 4:8-14   List the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this passage, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this passage to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
 
 

PASSAGE FOR MEDITATION: 4:15-23  List the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this passage, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this passage to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
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QUIET TIMES ALONE WITH GOD 
JEREMIAH 15:16 

THEME: Book of Philippians  
Review QTs From Chapter One and list the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this chapter, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this chapter to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
 

Review QTs From Chapter Two and list the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this chapter, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this chapter to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
 

Review QTs From Chapter Three and list the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this chapter, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this chapter to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
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QUIET TIMES ALONE WITH GOD 
JEREMIAH 15:16 

THEME: Book of Philippians  
Review QTs From Chapter Four and list the verse numbers from this passage which speak to the topic... 
Word of God:...........            
Prayer :.......................           
Witnessing:................           
Fellowship:................            
Lordship of Christ:..            
When I reflect on this chapter, does it primarily convict, encourage or challenge me?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply this chapter to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make this 
passage a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
 
 

Reflect back on your Quiet Times Alone With God in the book of Philippians and choose a key lesson on: 
Word: What have you learned about the Word of God?  Choose a key verse and record your thoughts... 
 
 
Prayer : What have you learned about Prayer?  Choose a key verse and record your thoughts... 
 
 
When I reflect on the Word and Prayer am I primarily convicted, encouraged or challenged?  Explain why: 
 
 
How will I apply these lessons to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make 
these lessons a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 

Reflect back on your Quiet Times Alone With God in the book of Philippians and choose a key lesson on: 
Witnessing: What have you learned about the Witnessing?  Choose a key verse and record your thoughts... 
 
 
Fellowship: What have you learned about Fellowship?  Choose a key verse and record your thoughts... 
 
 
When I reflect on the Witnessing and Fellowship am I primarily convicted, encouraged or challenged?  
Explain why: 
 
 
 
How will I apply these lessons to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make 
these lessons a part of my Christian life? 
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QUIET TIMES ALONE WITH GOD 
JEREMIAH 15:16 

THEME: Book of Philippians  
Reflect back on your Quiet Times Alone With God in the book of Philippians and choose a key lesson on: 
The Lordship of Christ: What have you learned about the Lordship of Christ?  Choose a key verse and record 
your thoughts... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When I reflect on the Lordship of Christ am I primarily convicted, encouraged or challenged?  Explain why: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How will I apply these lessons to my life in the coming week and is there anything I can do today to make 
these lessons a part of my Christian life? 
                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
If you were a member of the church of Philippi how would you view God’s expectations for your day to day 
life after receiving this letter? 
 
 
 
 
 
Having read this letter, what changes in your life would you make in anticipation of Paul’s visit? 
 
 
 
 
 
Having read this book, what changes in your life will you make in anticipation of Christ’s return?        
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 


